To mitigate them, thanks to our guiding framework. Ensure you’re aware of potential risks & empowered verification, you’re given an extra layer of credibility. Every aspect of your supply chain is considered to measure against deforestation, so you’re building on a solid foundation.

THOUGHTFUL RISK MITIGATION:
Your FSC certification is already a strong mitigation tool. FSC® is taking the guesswork and complexity out of EUDR requirements, helping certificate holders become compliant on time.

CREDIBLE ASSURANCE:
Certification for EUDR?

NA TURAL PROGRESSION:
FSC® is taking the guesswork and complexity out of EUDR requirements, helping certificate holders become compliant on time.

PURPOSE-BUILT FOR ACCURACY:
FSC® is taking the guesswork and complexity out of EUDR requirements, helping certificate holders become compliant on time.

Why choose FSC Aligned Certification for EUDR?

- PURPOSE-BUILT FOR ACCURACY:
- THOUGHTFUL RISK MITIGATION:
- CREDIBLE ASSURANCE:
- NA TURAL PROGRESSION:
- PURPOSE-BUILT FOR ACCURACY:

Why use FSC Aligned Reporting for EUDR?

- ONE-TO-ONE TRACEABILITY:
- THOROUGH VETTING:
- AUTOMATED ASSISTANCE:
- MANAGED DATA MANAGEMENT:

THE BENEFITS OF FSC ALIGNED FOR EUDR

END-TO-END TRACEABILITY:
FSC® is taking the guesswork and complexity out of EUDR requirements, helping certificate holders become compliant on time.

THE EUDR DEADLINES

1. Create an inventory list
2. Review the FSC Regulatory Module
3. Review your current due diligence system
4. Collaborate upon progress with trading partners
5. Plant forest tenure declaration data
6. Reach out to your certification body

Start today

Timelines for FSC Certificate Holders

Medium & large enterprises

30 September: FSC Risk Hub

31 October: FSC Aligned Reporting

30 December 2024

30 August 2025

Micro & small enterprises

30 August 2024

30 September 2024

30 October 2024

30 November 2024

Your FSC Aligned for EUDR dates

FSC certification does not exempt companies from their EUDR obligations

Certification systems, such as FSC, are designed to support compliance. However, a single certification does not automatically exempt companies from EUDR obligations.